PELLETIER
GRENOUNILLE-CLASS

STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY
18

MISS

▲T 75mm 4/8 HEX

* TESLA COIL TRIM TANK

CREW ADD

▲T 75mm 4/8 HEX

MISS

SHIP TYPE
1
DESTROYER

MISS

▲T 75mm 4/8 HEX

CREW ADD

TESLA COIL TRIM TANK

ARMOR +2 BREACH

CREW ADD

MISS

▲T 75mm 4/8 HEX

CREW ADD

TESLA COIL TRIM TANK

ARMOR +2 BREACH

CREW ADD

MISS

▲T 75mm 4/8 HEX

ENGINE MP 4

* TESLA COIL TRIM TANK

ENGINE MP 4

ENGINE MP 4

ENGINE MP 4

STARTING MP
12

ENTER HEXES BEFORE TURN
1
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